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Abstract. Autonomous robots in logistics are a promising approach to-
wards a fully automated material flow. In order to use their full potential
however, they must be able to extract semantic information from logis-
tics environments. In contrast to other application areas of autonomous
robots (e.g. autonomous driving, service robotics) the logistics domain
lacks a common dataset and benchmark suite covering multiple sensor
modalities and perception tasks. This paper conceptualizes a framework
for artificial perception research in logistics that aims to close this gap in
a sustainable, data-driven way. Our framework consists of three compo-
nents: (1) A foundation, based on logistics-specific standards, concepts
and requirements. (2) An open dataset, covering multiple sensor modal-
ities and perception tasks and (3) a standardized benchmark suite. As
shown in other research areas, a common and open platform for data-
driven research facilitates novel developments and makes results compa-
rable and traceable over time.
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1 Introduction

Increasing demand, diversification of product variants and the lack of skilled
workers in industrialized nations are reasons for a cross-sectoral change in logis-
tics [1]. New technologies and innovations not only address these challenges, but
can also generate a sustainable competitive advantage. Especially development
in the field of robotics is increasingly applied in logistics and is thus considered
a key technology towards a fully automated and flexible material flow [2]. These
robots are gradually transforming from rigid automatons to intelligent machines.
When robots found their way into production facilities of automotive manufac-
turers in the early 1960s, they were only capable of performing repetitive tasks
by previously programming a fixed sequence of process steps. However, dynamic
and less structured applications, as often found in logistics, require more so-
phisticated approaches in order to safely, robustly and autonomously execute
complex process chains [1]. Hence, a shift towards partly intelligent machines is
observable that mimic the human behavior with respect to adaptivity, flexibil-
ity and robustness. Perception is one enabling technology for these systems and
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describes the process of semantically understanding the outside world similar
to how we humans do. In contrast to other application areas of autonomous
systems (e.g. autonomous driving, service robotics) the logistics domain lacks a
common dataset and benchmark suite covering multiple sensor modalities and
perception tasks. W e therefore propose a holistic, open, data-driven framework
to support artificial perception research for autonomous robots in logistics. This
paper describes our framework concept aiming to enable future research in the
area of artificial perception within the application field of logistics. It focuses on
delivering a solid foundation based on standards and concepts, multi-modal and
multi-task datasets as well as standardized benchmarks.

2 Motivation

2.1 Robotics in Logistics

Logistics is a multi-trillion a year worldwide industry. As mentioned above, in-
creasing demand, diversification of product variants and the lack of skilled work-
ers are examples for cross-sectoral challenges which future logistics attempts to
solve [1]. In e-commerce, for example, a worldwide increase in turnover of almost
20 percent was forecast for 2020.1 In the manufacturing industry, on the other
hand, the steady increase in product variants is also a contributing factor that
poses challenges for logistics operations. A vivid example of this is the German
automotive industry, where a model increase of almost 50% from 2007 to 2019
was predicted.2 This contrasts with the shortage of skilled workers in logistics.
In addition to demographic change (especially in industrialized countries), this
is further supported by forecasts of an increase in the level of education [3]. In
its labor market forecast, the German federal government reports an expected
decline in the total number of employees by 1.4 million in 2030 compared to
2010.3

These challenges are countered by new technologies and innovations that
not only solve them, but also generate a competitive advantage. Especially de-
velopments in the field of robotics are increasingly applied in logistics and are
regarded a key technology for achieving the vision of a fully automated material
flow. These automated systems stand out among other things due to scalabil-
ity [1], independence from the labour market [4] and cost-efficiency [1]. However,
today’s systems are still far from the vision of flexible, fully automated material
flow. The reasons for this include the lack of robustness and flexibility of the
systems in the complex industrial environment as well as the high variance of
logistics processes [2]. In practice, these problems are currently being countered
with humans in key positions who have a general, non-task-specific flexibility [2].

Meanwhile, the logistics industry is perceiving mentioned problems as novel
requirements for logistics systems of the future. In particular, there is a need

1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/
2 https://www.pwc-wissen.de/pwc/de/shop/publikationen/How+to+stay+No+1!/?card=13052
3 https://www.bmas.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/PDF-Publikationen/a756-
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to automate complex, difficult-to-automate processes in a sustainable manner
using flexible, adaptive, cost-efficient and yet robust systems.

2.2 Towards Intelligent Machines

In the future, these systems are expected to achieve more and more human-
like capabilities, including flexibility, adaptivity and rationality, through tech-
niques of artificial intelligence and advanced robotics. Broadly speaking, the
field of artificial intelligence is concerned with understanding, formulating, test-
ing and ultimately artificially replicating the foundations of human intelligence.
The term Intelligent Agent (IA) accumulates the ideas of a human-like, arti-
ficial intelligence into an abstract capsule, and hence formulates the ultimate
goal of intelligent robotics. Similar to humans, an IA perceives the environment,
draws conclusions and makes decisions before finally acting in order to optimally
achieve a certain goal [5]. The underlying infrastructure for information acquisi-
tion, processing, reasoning and (re)action is called cognitive architecture [6]. In
order to be able to reason about what action to take next, information about
the outside world needs to be acquired first. Therefore, the ability to observe
and understand the environment is a key technology for IAs [5].

Fig. 1. Model of an intelligent agent from the perspective of Grounded Cognition [7]

Based on the same human capability to autonomously acquire information
from the environment, this process is referred to as perception. Psychology de-
scribes human perception as a means of forming an image of the physical outside
world which is appropriate for our actions. This image is built upon our everyday
intuitions and is acquired by our senses [8]. Perception thus enables a seman-
tic understanding of the outside world and arranges information gained into an
internal representation. Next, we briefly summarize state-of-the-art perception
research related to this work.
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3 Related Work

3.1 Perception for Autonomous Driving

Especially in the field of autonomous driving the necessity of artificial perception
is confirmed in literature [9]. Several different sensor modalities are applied here.
Besides low to high range radars, cameras, sonars as well as costly multi-line li-
dars are used. From the acquired multi-modal raw data semantic information is
extracted next. Starting with classical object detection (e.g. vehicles and peo-
ple [10]) over semantic segmentation (e.g. path or free-space4) up to the analysis
of temporal relationships (e.g. tracking [11]) various methods are applied. The ex-
tracted information is subsequently used to derive situation-specific decisions [9].
These often data-driven methods are developed using publicly available datasets
and evaluated against their benchmarks. Geiger et al. presented the KITTI Vi-
sion Benchmark Suite [12] in 2012, which has been continuously expanded over
the years [13, 14]. In addition, further datasets and benchmarks were published
covering novel challenges, such as [15,16].

3.2 Perception for Service Robotics

Service robots are to provide services for humans in the future, such as care
taking or the preparation of meals [17]. Correspondingly, service robots also
need information from the environment in order to carry out autonomous ac-
tions to achieve their goal. Here, too, various exteroceptive sensor modalities are
installed, including cameras, microphones and single-line laser scanners. Again,
application-specific information is extracted from raw data using methods for
object detection (e.g. kitchen utensils [18] or household items [19]) and recogni-
tion of object properties and states (e.g. cracked egg [20]). Again, data sets and
benchmarks are available to track progress of the research community and make
results comparable. Similar to KITTI in the field of autonomous driving, Open-
LORIS comprises two tasks and various sensor modalities. In contrast to the
comparatively limited object classes to be expected in the field of autonomous
driving, service robots have to understand and handle a much higher object
varience. Correspondingly, data sets were presented that cover a large number
of the objects to be recognized, for example [18,19].

3.3 Perception for Industrial and Logistics Robotics

Industry is also striving for robots that perceive the environment in a human-
like manner. Again, different sensor modalities are used to acquire raw data from
the environment. Among others, (depth) cameras, lidar and tactile bumpers as
well as sonars are used. Again, methods are used to locate and classify objects
(e.g. people [21], load carriers [22]) or to predict information about an object
(e.g. 6DoF gripping point [23], pallet pickup pose [24]). Building on this high-
level information, robot systems are supposed to make smart decisions and act
human-alike. In contrast to the application areas mentioned above, only a few,

4 https://developer.nvidia.com/drive/drive-perception
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very specialized data sets are available in the logistics sector. So far, no dataset
and benchmark suite is known in the literature. Reference [25] provides a lidar
dataset for pallet recognition. Reference [23] provides data(on request) on 71
supermarket objects. Given the absence of necessary datasets, [22,26,27] describe
the evaluation on custom recorded data. Thus a valid comparison is not possible.

4 Problem Formulation and Objective

We aim to enable high level robotic perception within logistics environments
to overcome the above detailed challenges. To do so, we first formulate the key
challenges, before introducing our framework concept.

Artificial perception is widely researched in the context of autonomous sys-
tems. These methods are applied in different types of systems such as au-
tonomous vehicles, as well as service and logistics robots. In particular within
the field of logistics, however, only isolated functions (e.g. object detection) on
individual sensor modalities (e.g. camera, lidar) have been investigated so far.
To the best of our knowledge, a multi-modal, multi-task perception system that
mimics human perception has not yet been proposed.

Such a multi-modal, multi-task perception must be learned by the system
from experience. While ”hard-coded” perceptual skills are feasible for standard-
ized and restricted scenarios under given developmental efforts, it is to be as-
sumed that generic perception has to be (primarily) learned from experience.
These experiences must be made available to the system in the form of data. In
contrast to other fields of application, multi-modal, multi-task datasets dealing
with object recognition and scene understanding in logistics are not available.

Finally, research results in the context of artificial perception in logistics
must be comparable and make progress traceable. In order to achieve the goal of
artificial perception, standardized and thus comparable tests are required. These
tests enable the systematic analysis of research results and allow conclusions
to be drawn about research progress over time. Although methods developed
in logistics research have been evaluated, they rarely allow direct comparison
due to different test setups (e.g. test design, sensor technology, environmental
conditions).

5 Artificial Perception Framework for Autonomous
Robots in Logistics

After formulating the problem, this section presents our concept towards a holis-
tic artificial perception framework for autonomous robots in logistics. Our con-
cept is a framework aiming to enable future research focusing on various artifi-
cial perception capabilities within the application field of logistics. It aims as a
ground work, delivering three essential building blocks:

1) Foundation. Firstly, requirements for an Artificial Perception System (APS)
need to be analyzed, defined and documented. The framework is based on a
thorough consideration of all requirements, analyzed using information sources
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ranging from theoretical to practical ones. We differentiate between hardware,
software and process requirements. Available information such as literature and
international standards, logistics processes as well as market research data get
processed in order to form a baseline of requirements which need to be consid-
ered when developing APS for logistics. This building block tries to find answers
to questions such as, “Which semantic information is useful?”, “Which sensors
can be used to acquire it?”, “How can this information be modeled?” and derive
perception features suitable for autonomous systems in logistics.

2) Open dataset. Secondly, an open dataset is conceptualized, developed and
compiled. The dataset allows the logistics community to get started with and
develop novel, application-specific solutions towards artificial perception within
logistics. The dataset will consist of data captured in different logistics environ-
ments (e.g. automotive industry, distribution centers, wholesale) using multiple
sensor modalities (e.g. cameras, lidar) covering various perception capabilities.
In addition, we encourage third parties to contribute high quality annotations
and datasets. The dataset is composed of several subsets. Subsets offer the pos-
sibility to model various perception capabilities required for different use cases
and to extend the framework with additional annotations as well as data in the
future. We differentiate the subsets by sensor modality used, origin of the data
and the tasks annotated. Examples for different sensor modalities used in lo-
gistics are color and depth cameras, 2d laser rangefinders and sonars. The data
can originate from real logistics environments (natural), simulations and virtual
environments (artificial) or from the Internet (online). Tasks to be annotated
include object detection, depth estimation, semantic and panoptic segmentation
or gripping point estimation. Table 1 lists possible subset candidates.

3) Benchmark suite. The third and final component of our framework is a
standardized benchmark suite. This allows drawing comparable conclusions from
defined benchmarks in order to make research progress traceable over time. The
benchmark suite is envisioned to contain both, a decisive definition of perfor-
mance indicators on the one hand and standardized test scenarios on the other
hand. The benchmarks are based on the previously introduced dataset. They
define the development process (e.g. definition of the training data to be used)
as well as the evaluation process (e.g. definition of the test set) and thus enable
a comparison of different models and methods. This allows, for instance, to test
and analyze object detection models for the logistics domain in a standardized
manner. Moreover, splitting the dataset into subsets with different properties
(i.e. modality, data source and annotated tasks) allows designing benchmarks
with increasing levels of complexity. This, for example, allows benchmarking the
transfer of synthetically trained models into real applications. Evaluation met-
rics to be used are derived from relevant literature and extended if necessary.
The flexible design of individual benchmarks enables the research community to
jointly and transparently push the state-of-the-art.
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Table 1. Subset candidates for the open dataset. The proposed framework provides
an open dataset consisting of different subsets which we categorize by sensor modality,
data source and annotated task

Sensor modality Data source Annotated task

Color camera Natural Object detection
Color camera Online Depth estimation
Color camera Artificial Panoptic segmentation
Depth camera Natural Object detection
Depth camera Artificial Panoptic segmentation
2D laser rangefinder Natural Object detection
2D laser rangefinder Artificial Panoptic segmentation

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Autonomous robots in Logistics are a promising approach towards a fully auto-
mated material flow. In order to use their full potential, they must be able to ex-
tract semantic information from logistics environments. We motivate the neces-
sity of artificial perception for logistics and formulate a key challenge. In contrast
to other application areas, logistics research has so far not dealt with creating a
data-driven foundation that allows developing and comparing novel perception
capabilities. In this paper, we conceptualize an artificial perception framework
for autonomous robot research in logistics. The framework lays a foundation
by distilling logistics-specific standards, concepts and requirements, provides an
open, multi-modal, multi-task dataset and defines standardized benchmarks.

Future work will focus on creating and releasing the frameworks initial ver-
sion. Accordingly, we are working on defining the requirements as well as anno-
tating and providing initial data. As a first version, we plan on releasing lidar,
camera and synthetic data data for logistics-specific 2D object detection.
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